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Fig. 1: Uni-Evaluator: (a) the filtering panel; (b) the matrix-based visualization provides an overview of model performance; (c) the
table visualization helps identify problematic data subsets; (d) the grid visualization displays the samples of interest.

Abstract—Existing model evaluation tools mainly focus on evaluating classification models, leaving a gap in evaluating more complex
models, such as object detection. In this paper, we develop an open-source visual analysis tool, Uni-Evaluator, to support a unified
model evaluation for classification, object detection, and instance segmentation in computer vision. The key idea behind our method is to
formulate both discrete and continuous predictions in different tasks as unified probability distributions. Based on these distributions, we
develop 1) a matrix-based visualization to provide an overview of model performance; 2) a table visualization to identify the problematic
data subsets where the model performs poorly; 3) a grid visualization to display the samples of interest. These visualizations work
together to facilitate the model evaluation from a global overview to individual samples. Two case studies demonstrate the effectiveness
of Uni-Evaluator in evaluating model performance and making informed improvements.

Index Terms—Model evaluation, computer vision, classification, object detection, instance segmentation

1 INTRODUCTION

Model evaluation assesses performance of machine learning models
and helps identify the causes of poor performance for further improve-
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ment [50]. It is a critical step in the development of machine learning
models. For example, machine learning practitioners usually evaluate
models generated with different parameters and select the best one
for deployment. Currently, the most widely-used way for evaluating
models is to use performance metrics, such as accuracy and mAP (mean
Average Precision). However, using these metrics alone can sometimes
be misleading. For example, a classification model that always predicts
the majority class in an imbalanced dataset can achieve high accuracy
but has no predictive power at all [33]. To better understand model
performance, evaluation at finer granularity is required. Confusion
matrices [54] are thus developed, which provide evaluations at the class
level by presenting confusion between classes. However, they only fo-
cus on the classification task where the accuracy of classifying samples
is of concern. In addition to classification, there are other tasks that are
popularly used in real-world applications [38, 45]. Their model evalua-
tions concern more than the accuracy of sample-level classification. For
example, object detection concerns not only the accuracy of classifying
objects in images, but also the precision of locating the objects, which is



measured by mAP. For these tasks, confusion matrices are not directly
applicable. In addition, like object detection, there are scenarios where
multiple tasks are considered simultaneously [69]. Although we can
develop different fine-grained model evaluation methods for different
tasks, it will increase the learning cost and cognitive load of users when
switching among them [52]. Thus, a unified model evaluation method
for different tasks in computer vision is desirable.

From a review of previous studies and a survey with 151 computer
vision experts, we identified two key challenges in developing a unified
model evaluation method. First, predictions in different tasks can be
discrete (e.g. , class labels) or continuous (e.g. , positions of objects).
To analyze these predictions in a single tool, we need to model them
in a unified way. While previous research has explored how to model
different discrete predictions [21], it is largely unexplored how to
jointly model discrete and continuous predictions. Second, users not
only evaluate overall performance on the entire dataset, but are also
interested in analyzing performance at different levels of detail, such
as subsets and individual samples. For example, users are interested
in problematic subsets that are sliced along different attributes, such
as class labels or object sizes. Examples of such subsets include the
samples of a class with low accuracy in a classification task and the
small objects that the model failed to detect in an object detection task.
Finding these problematic subsets in a large dataset and examining their
predictions are difficult and time-consuming. Therefore, a multi-level
exploration environment for efficient model evaluation is necessary.

To tackle these challenges, we develop Uni-Evaluator, a unified
interactive model evaluation method for computer vision tasks. We
focus on three main tasks in computer vision: classification, object
detection, and instance segmentation [9]. To support a unified analysis
of model performance in different tasks, we propose a unified formu-
lation that extends the discrete probability formulation proposed by
Görtler et al. [21]. The key idea is to formulate both discrete and
continuous predictions as unified probability distributions. Based on
these distributions, we first develop a matrix-based visualization with
three evaluation modes. It provides an overview of model performance.
Next, a table visualization is developed based on LineUp [23]. It is
supported by a frequent pattern mining-based search method to facili-
tate the identification of problematic data subsets. In addition, a grid
visualization is used to display the samples of interest. With the three
coordinated visualizations, users can comprehensively evaluate model
performance from a global overview to individual samples and make
informed improvements. Uni-Evaluator relies only on the input and
output of models to perform the evaluation, so it is model-agnostic.
Two case studies are conducted on object detection and instance seg-
mentation, respectively, to validate the contributions of Uni-Evaluator.
A Python package is released at http://uni-evaluator.thuvis.org/.

The contributions of our work include:
• Coordinated visualizations to explain model performance

at different levels, which include a matrix-based visualization
with three evaluation modes, a table visualization supported by
frequent pattern mining-based search, and a grid visualization.

• A unified probability distribution method that jointly models
discrete and continuous predictions for evaluating different
models in one tool.

• An open-source visual analysis tool that integrates the
probability distribution with the coordinated visualizations to
support a unified model evaluation for computer vision tasks.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Model Evaluation in Computer Vision
In the field of computer vision, the most widely-used method for eval-
uating models is to use performance metrics such as accuracy, mAP,
and mIoU. Some recent methods further classify model errors into
multiple types for understanding model performance [9, 10, 30]. For
example, Bolya et al. [9] proposed to categorize object detection errors
into six disentangled ones to provide a detailed performance summary
from different perspectives. Although these methods are useful in quan-
titatively summarizing model performance, they fail to identify the
causes of poor performance. Compared with these methods, our work

combines a matrix-based visualization, a table visualization, and a grid
visualization to evaluate model performance from high-level metrics
to individual samples. Such a comprehensive evaluation enables users
to diagnose poor performance of a computer vision model and make
informed improvements to the model and/or the associated data.

2.2 Model Evaluation in Visualization

In the field of visualization, model evaluation methods are classified
into two categories: model-specific and model-agnostic methods.
Model-specific methods analyze the inner components of a specific
type of models, such as the convolutional layers of deep neural
networks [29, 35, 39, 40, 65]. Model-agnostic methods explain
model performance by considering the inputs and outputs of models
regardless of their model types. Our work falls into the latter category,
where the methods are divided into three groups: class level, instance
level, and their combination.

Class-level evaluations focus on analyzing the confusion between
classes. The most widely-used method is the confusion matrix [54].
This matrix shows which classes are confused with each other and how
heavy the confusion is. Later efforts focus on generalizing the confusion
matrix to other scenarios [20, 21, 27, 28, 60]. For example, Boxer [20]
compares performance of different classifiers on the selected subsets by
combining a confusion matrix with several chart visualizations. Con-
fusionFlow [28] enhances the confusion matrix with stacked heatmaps
and line charts to support the analysis of class confusion over time.

Instance-level evaluations seek to analyze the predictions of indi-
vidual samples and their similarity relationships. Scatterplots and grid
visualizations are the two most widely-used instance-level methods.
In a scatterplot, each sample is represented by a dot with the color
encoding its predicted or ground-truth class label. The positions of the
dots are determined by their sample attributes (e.g. , prediction confi-
dence [3]), or projection (e.g. , t-SNE [36, 44, 62]) of their sample at-
tributes. Grid visualizations place the content of samples (e.g. , images)
in grids, which overcomes the overlapping and space-wasting issues
of scatterplots. Along this line, Chen et al. [15] presented a hierarchi-
cal grid visualization to support the exploration of a large number of
samples. To maintain mental maps during exploration, DendroMap [6]
enhances the grid visualization with an interactive zoomable treemap.

In real-world settings, both class-level and instance-level evaluations
are required to understand model performance. Accordingly, these
two evaluation methods are combined to maximize the values of both.
The most intuitive combination is to use separate but coordinated
views [1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 67]. For example, ConfusionWheel [2] utilizes
a chord diagram augmented with histograms to display confusion
between classes and the prediction confidence distribution of each
class. Users can inspect a subset of selected samples in scatterplots
and examine their feature distribution in bar charts. Such a strategy
is also utilized by TensorBoard [1] and Weights&Biases [7]. Although
these methods enable the simultaneous examination of the class-level
metrics and instance-level predictions, users have to switch views
between the two levels. To tackle this issue, Squares [50] combines
the two-level information using stacked bar charts, which utilize bars
to display confusion between classes and small squares in each bar
to represent the associated samples.

Despite their effectiveness, these methods only consider single-
output labels and fail to support more complex data structures, such
as multi-output labels. To solve this problem, a pioneering work,
Neo [21], employs probability distributions to represent confusion
matrices. These distributions generalize the traditional confusion
matrix to support hierarchical and multi-output labels. However, Neo
primarily focuses on classification tasks and lacks support for object
detection and instance segmentation tasks. To provide a unified model
evaluation method for different computer vision tasks, we extend the
discrete formulation in Neo to jointly model discrete and continuous
predictions presented in different tasks. Moreover, we develop three
coordinated visualizations to facilitate the identification of factors
contributing to poor performance.

http://uni-evaluator.thuvis.org/


3 SURVEY-BASED TASK ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM DESIGN

To better understand the current practice of model evaluation and the
challenges computer vision experts face, we conducted an expert sur-
vey. We first designed a survey based on the literature review. Then we
discussed it with four computer vision experts (E1–E4) for refinement.
The survey covered three parts: 1) the basic information of the par-
ticipants (Q1–Q3); 2) current practices in evaluating computer vision
models (Q4–Q8); 3) key features needed for a unified model evaluation
(Q9–Q12). The exact questions can be found in supplemental material.

We distributed the refined survey to the computer vision experts from
three top universities and three major technology companies. A total
of 151 surveys were returned. Among the participants, 28 (18.54%)
had less than 1 year of experience in computer vision, 50 (33.11%)
had 1-3 years of experience, 50 (33.11%) had 3-5 years of experience,
23 (15.23%) had more than 5 years of experience. In addition, the
participants spent more attention on “model training” (83.44%) and
“model evaluation” (61.59%) but less attention on “data collection
and processing” (19.21%) and “data labeling” (12.58%) (Fig. 2(a)).
This indicates that they have extensive experience to speak about the
intricacies of model evaluation.

3.1 Why Unified Evaluation

The survey results indicated that most of the participants (91.39%)
were interested in a unified model evaluation tool (Fig. 2(d)). From
their responses, we identified three main reasons.
Reducing the learning curve. One major advantage of a unified
model evaluation tool is that it can reduce the time for users to learn
different tools for different tasks. According to the survey results, 91
participants (60.26%) had worked on more than one task (Fig. 2(b)).
These participants pointed out that they had to use different tools to
evaluate different tasks. This significantly increased the time they spent
on learning the different visual encodings and functionalities of these
tools. Moreover, different tools require different formats of data input.
Users have to maintain different data pre-processing codes, which is
also a burden for them.
Improving the analysis efficiency. As shown in Fig. 2(c), 90 partic-
ipants (59.60%) had experience in multi-task applications. However,
when evaluating application models, users still need to use multiple
tools for multiple tasks. Their analysis is often interrupted as they have
to switch between different tools. For example, a participant reported
that while developing models for classifying medical images, he often
carried out the segmentation of lesions. When performance is poor,
he uses a confusion matrix to identify the confused classes. Then,
to identify the main causes of the confusion, he filters the associated
samples and visualizes their segmentation results in a different tool.
This significantly reduces the analysis efficiency.
Debugging a multi-task model. In addition to reducing the learning
curve and improving the analysis efficiency, a unified model evaluation
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Fig. 2: Survey responses: (a) the participants mainly focused on model
training and evaluation; (b) 91 participants (60.26%) had worked with
more than one task; (c) 90 participants (59.60%) had worked with
multi-task applications; (d) most participants thought unified evaluation
and multi-level exploration are (very) important.

will also help debug a multi-task model effectively. In a multi-task
application, the tasks mutually influence each other. Understanding
such mutual influence helps users debug the model [68, 69], such as
identifying which task is the weak point of the model. Currently,
different tasks are analyzed with different tools, which hinders the
effective analysis of the mutual influence between tasks. Therefore, a
unified evaluation for multiple tasks is desirable.

3.2 Design Goals
To distill the detailed design goals and tasks for developing such a
unified tool, we further conducted interviews with four experts (E1–E4)
for more detailed feedback and insights.
G1 - Evaluating different models with a unified tool. According
to the survey results, 138 participants (91.39%) wanted a unified tool
for evaluating different models, as switching between multiple tools is
inconvenient. The main obstacle to building a unified tool is that the
predictions in different tasks can be discrete or continuous. Although
Neo [21] has explored the modeling of discrete predictions, it is still un-
der exploration how to model both discrete and continuous predictions.
G2 - Analyzing model performance at different levels. The
participants also expressed their need to analyze model performance
at different levels. As shown in Fig. 2(d), most participants were
interested in analyzing model performance at dataset level, subset level,
and sample level. In current practice, they often utilize performance
metrics or confusion matrices to get an overview of model performance.
However, these methods may hinder the identification of problematic
subsets where a model performs poorly. Analyzing model performance
on such subsets helps improve the robustness of the model. In addition,
when diagnosing poor performance on these subsets, Therefore, a
multi-level exploration environment is needed.
G3 - Finding problematic data subsets. As mentioned above, the
participants needed to analyze model performance on problematic
subsets. However, identifying such problematic subsets is non-trivial,
especially when the dataset is large. Currently, they usually find such
subsets by manually creating different rules to slice the data and then
examining these subsets one by one. This process is tedious and time-
consuming. Therefore, the participants wanted a more efficient way to
identify the problematic subsets.

3.3 Task Analysis
Based on the design goals, we derived several tasks as guidelines for
designing the unified model evaluation tool.
T1 - Modeling both discrete and continuous predictions in a unified
manner (G1). This includes a unified formulation for both discrete and
continuous predictions to enable the analysis of model performance
across different tasks.
T2 - Visually explaining overall performance on the entire dataset
(G2). This includes the confusion between classes and imprecise sizes
and positions of predicted objects.
T3 - Interactively identifying problematic data subsets (G2, G3).
This includes a subset search method to extract candidate subsets and a
table visualization that allows users to identify problematic data subsets
based on one or more attributes.
T4 - Displaying the samples of interest for efficient exploration (G2).
This includes a grid visualization that places similar samples together
and visually presents them in a compact way to facilitate exploration.

3.4 Design of Uni-Evaluator
Motivated by the identified tasks, we develop Uni-Evaluator to support
a unified model evaluation for different computer vision tasks. As
shown in Fig. 3, Uni-Evaluator consists of two main modules: unified
formulation (Sec. 4) and visualization (Sec. 5).

Given data samples and model predictions with both discrete and
continuous variables (Fig. 3(a)), the unified formulation module mod-
els them by a probability distribution (T1, Fig. 3(b)). Based on the
distribution, the visualization module provides three coordinated visu-
alizations to explain model performance at different levels (Fig. 3(c)).
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Fig. 3: System overview: (a) given data samples and model predictions with both discrete and continuous variables, (b) the unified formulation
module models them by a probability distribution; (c) the visualization module explains model performance at different levels.

The matrix-based visualization provides an overview of model perfor-
mance (T2). Candidate data subsets are extracted and presented in the
table visualization. Users can identify the problematic subsets (T3)
and analyze their predictions in the matrix-based visualization. In both
visualizations, users can select the samples of interest and explore them
in the grid visualization (T4). With Uni-Evaluator, users can diagnose
the causes of poor performance and make informed improvements.

4 UNIFIED PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Neo [21] utilizes probability distributions to model discrete variables
in classification tasks by matching predicted classes with their ground
truth. We extend it to also model continuous predictions and ground
truth. However, in this probabilistic framing, it is non-trivial to match
each continuous prediction with the corresponding ground truth due
to multiple possible ground-truth annotations. To tackle this issue, we
develop an object matching algorithm to pair each prediction with the
suitable ground truth. Based on the matching results, we model discrete
and continuous variables using a unified probability distribution.
Object matching. A straightforward way to match a prediction with
its ground truth is to find the one with the largest overlap. However,
this strategy considers each prediction separately and may not capture
the optimal matches between predictions and their associated ground
truth. For example, in Fig. 4(a), the detected object P1 has a larger
overlap with the ground truth G2. By only considering P1, it will
be matched with G2. However, if another detected object, P2, is
considered simultaneously (Fig. 4(b)), the matching between P1 and G2
is incorrect. The optimal way is to match P1 with G1 and P2 with G2.
Therefore, it needs to consider all the predictions for optimal matching.
Mathematically, the matching between the predictions and ground truth
can be modeled as a one-to-many assignment problem [49], which
maximizes the total assignment award.

maximize
zi j

∑
Mp
j ∑

Mg
i zi jai j

s.t. zi j ∈ {0,1}, zi jI(pi j < α) = 0, ∑i zi j ≤ 1, ∀i, j.
(1)

(a) (b)
P2

Ground truth

Prediction

1G

2G

P1 1G

2G

P1

Which should P  be
matched with, G  or G ?

1
1 2

Consider all predictions simultaneously

P1 G2 (Larger overlap) P2 G2

P1 G1

Fig. 4: In object matching, (a) treating each prediction independently
results in incorrect matches, while (b) considering all predictions simul-
taneously enables the inference of the optimal matching.

Mp and Mg are the numbers of predictions and ground truth, respec-
tively. zi j is a binary variable indicating whether the i-th ground truth
is matched with the j-th prediction. ai j is the award for matching the
i-th ground truth with the j-th prediction. A larger value of ai j implies
a stronger matching between the two. It consists of three parts.

• Label consistency score (ci j) that ensures the matched prediction
and ground truth have the same label. It is set to 1 when the
prediction and ground truth have the same label, and 0 otherwise.

• Position consistency score (pi j) that ensures the matched predic-
tion and ground truth have a large overlap. We apply the widely-
used IoU (Intersection over Union) to measure the overlap.

• Uniqueness score of the i-th ground truth (ui) that ensures the
ground truth is matched with one prediction. We set ui = e−∑k zik .
The more predictions that are matched with the i-th ground truth,
the smaller ui.

ai j is defined as the weighted sum of the three scores: ai j = λ1ci j +
λ2 pi j +(1−λ1 −λ2)ui. λ1 and λ2 are used to balance the three parts.
They are set as 0.5 and 0.25 to emphasize the importance of the label
consistency score [9]. The constraint zi jI(pi j < α) = 0 requires that
the matched prediction and ground truth should have a minimum
overlap α . α is set to 0.1 following the setting in [9]. I(·) is the
indicator function. Constraint ∑i zi j ≤ 1 ensures that each prediction is
matched to a maximum of one ground truth. We solve this assignment
problem with a greedy strategy. We match the predictions in an image
one by one according to their confidence in descending order. For
each prediction, we match it with a ground truth to maximize Eq. (1).
Thus, the time complexity to match the predictions with the ground
truth in an image is O(MpMg), and for a dataset with N images, it is
O(MpMgN). As Mp and Mg are usually significantly smaller than N
in a large dataset, the time complexity is almost O(N). For example,
it only takes four minutes to process the COCO dataset [37] with
more than 100,000 images. In addition, object matching is a one-time
pre-processing step. Thus, this method can effectively scale up to
handle large datasets with millions of images.

Modeling both discrete and continuous variables. Based on the
matching between predictions and ground truth, we adopt the joint
probability distribution to model both discrete and continuous vari-
ables. Let C and D denote continuous and discrete variables, and let X
and Y denote ground truth and predictions. Then the joint probability
distribution is given by P(CX ,DX ,CY ,DY ). In Uni-Evaluator, discrete
variables include predicted/ground-truth classes, and continuous vari-
ables include the sizes and aspect ratios of predicted objects and ground
truth, and prediction confidence.

To determine the corresponding probability function, we need to
consider the probability of both discrete and continuous variables. For
discrete variables, the probability mass function is used to determine
the probability of taking on a specific value, which is determined by the
frequency of the variable equal to that value. For continuous variables,
the probability is calculated over intervals using the cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF), which is determined by the frequency of the
variable in that interval. In our implementation, we utilize the empirical



CDF because of its time efficiency [32]. This method discretizes a
continuous variable and counts the frequency of the discretized variable
less than a specific value. With the two functions, the joint probability
is calculated using the conditional probability. Here, we illustrate the
calculation of the joint probability using an object detection example.
Suppose that we want to analyze the detected objects with the ground-
truth label “cat” and high prediction confidence (> 0.5). This is defined
as P(LabelX = cat, ConfidenceY > 0.5). The probability can then be
calculated using the following conditional probability:

P(ConfidenceY > 0.5 | LabelX = cat)P(LabelX = cat), (2)

where P(LabelX = cat) is determined by the probability mass function
of discrete variable LabelX , and P(ConfidenceY > 0.5 | LabelX = cat)
is determined by the cumulative distribution function of continuous
variable ConfidenceY given LabelX .

The probabilistic framework enables users to process data for differ-
ent analysis tasks using the standard operations of probability distribu-
tions, including marginalization and conditioning [21]. The marginal-
ization operation discards variables in the distribution by integrating or
summing them, allowing users to focus on analyzing the variables of
interest. The conditioning operation constrains variables to be of spe-
cific values or within specific intervals, which enables users to analyze
the subsets of interest.

5 UNI-EVALUATOR VISUALIZATION

Based on the unified probability distribution, we developed three coor-
dinated visualizations to explain model performance at different levels:
1) a matrix-based visualization (Fig. 1(b)) to provide an overview of
model performance (T2); 2) a table visualization (Fig. 1(c)) to identify
problematic subsets (T3); and 3) a grid visualization (Fig. 1(d)) to
display the samples of interest (T4).

5.1 Matrix-based Visualization
To evaluate both classification and localization performance in a unified
manner, it is essential to consider 1) the confusion between classes; 2)
the sizes of predicted objects; and 3) the directions in which they are
shifted from ground truth. However, analyzing the three interdepen-
dent aspects simultaneously can be challenging. Therefore, for more
effective analysis, we disentangle them by utilizing the marginalization
operation to discard irrelevant variables. Accordingly, three evaluation
modes are provided: 1) confusion mode for evaluating classification per-
formance; 2) size mode for analyzing the sizes of predicted objects; 3)
direction mode for analyzing the shifted directions of predicted objects.
Within each mode, we disentangle the associated variables from others
by utilizing the marginalization operation to discard irrelevant variables.

We employ a matrix-based visualization, an extension of Neo [21],
to convey the information in the three modes. Specifically, the
size/direction mode is enhanced with a carefully designed glyph to
support the identification and diagnosis of size/direction errors. The
rows of the matrix represent ground-truth classes, and the columns
represent predicted classes. The class names are displayed left to
the matrix and above the matrix. When the number of classes is
large (e.g. , 30 in a view with a resolution of 800× 800), the matrix
cells become small, which reduces their visibility. To address this,
we organized the classes hierarchically using hierarchical clustering
algorithms [46, 63, 64] or based on their inherent hierarchical structure,
and presented them as an indented tree. Furthermore, users can enlarge
the cells of interest with the drill-down and hovering interactions, which
are described at the end of this section. The summary statistics of each
class (precision, recall, etc. ) is displayed as a list on the right side of
the matrix. The only difference between the three modes is the content
within the matrix cells. Next, we delve into each of these modes.

Confusion mode. In confusion mode, the cell represents the
number of samples in classification tasks and the number of
objects in detection/segmentation tasks. The frequency of
the samples/objects confused between classes is encoded

by the filling color in each cell, ranging from white to blue. The darker
the cell color, the greater the confusion between the associated classes.

Same to Neo [21], we place a light-gray dash in the cells with no sam-
ples/objects to make them more distinguishable from those with only a
few samples/objects. To make the confusion patterns more distinct, we
employ the Optimal Leaf Ordering algorithm [5] to reorder the matrix.

Initial

Final

Size mode. Initially, we utilize two concentric circles to
represent the size error. The green circle represents the
predicted objects with sizes smaller than the ground truth,
and the yellow circle represents the predicted objects with
larger sizes. Their radii encode the number of associated
objects. The experts agree that this design is intuitive in
identifying the main size errors in the cells. However, they
are also interested to know how many predicted objects are
with precise sizes, which is not shown in the initial design.

To address this, we utilize a pie chart with three sectors to summarize
the sizes of predicted objects in each cell. The gray sector represents
predicted objects with precise sizes, while the yellow/green represents
those with larger/smaller sizes compared to ground truth. To address the
concern of color blindness, we provide the option for users to customize
the color encoding themselves by clicking . The angle of each sector is
proportional to the number of predicted objects in this sector, and the ra-
dius of the pie chart encodes the number of predicted objects in that cell.

Initial

Final

Direction mode. A straightforward way for encoding the
shifted directions of predicted objects is to utilize a radar
chart with eight spokes. The length of each spoke encodes
the number of predicted objects shifted in that direction. A
polygon is drawn to connect the spokes. When showing this
design to the experts, they indicate that the polygon shapes
immediately attract their attention. However, the shapes
provide less information in understanding the predictions
compared with the lengths of the spokes. Additionally,

redundant lines in the radar chart, such as the boundary lines and the
extended lines along the spokes, make the visual representation even
more complex and add extra cognitive load to users. To address this
issue, we replace the radar chart with eight arrows. The length of each
arrow encodes the number of predicted objects shifted in that direction.
We also add a circle in the middle to represent the predicted objects
with precise positions. Its radius encodes the number of such objects.

In the matrix-based visualization, several interactions are provided
to facilitate exploration. First, users can use the conditioning operation
to drill down into sub-matrices of interest by clicking at the top of
Fig 1(b). In addition, when a class has much more samples/objects than
the others, some patterns in the matrix may be hidden. For example,
in the confusion mode, the cell colors of the dominant classes can
overshadow other classes (e.g. , ), making it difficult to detect mis-
classifications in the other classes. To address this issue, row/column
normalization is supported (Fig. 1G). For example, by performing row
normalization on the matrix , the confusion between the second and
third classes appears ( ). Moreover, in the size and the direction
modes, the charts with few objects are usually small. To ensure their
visibility when needed, users can enlarge them upon hovering.

5.2 Table Visualization
To help users identify problematic subsets, a frequent pattern mining-
based search method is first developed to mine the candidate subsets.
Then a table visualization is employed to convey these subsets in terms
of their attributes. The users can rank these subsets by one attribute
or the combination of multiple attributes to find problematic subsets.
Frequent pattern mining-based search. Since it is computationally
infeasible to evaluate model performance on all possible subsets, a
search method to find candidate subsets is required. The state-of-the-art
subset search method, DivExplorer [48,67], employs a frequent pattern
mining-based search method [24] to find the subsets that meet a mini-
mum subset size. Then it ranks the subsets based on model performance
on each of these subsets. With this ranking, users can identify the sub-
sets where the model performs poorly. This method works well for
classification tasks as it supports the search of the subsets sliced along
discrete attributes. To apply this method to detection and segmentation
tasks, the continuous attributes need to be discretized. Accordingly, we
first employ the equal frequency discretization method [59] to divide the



considered continuous attribute into d intervals, each of which contains
a similar number of samples/objects. This discretization method is uti-
lized because it well balances robustness and accuracy, and is one of the
most efficient discretization methods [11]. In our implementation, the
minimum subset size is set as βSc to avoid the selection of small subsets,
which contribute little to overall model performance. Here, Sc is the
number of samples/objects in the class being explored. β is set as 0.1 by
default, and the user can adjust it according to the task at hand. d is set
as 1/β to ensure each interval contains approximately S/d = βS sam-
ples/objects, where S is the number of samples/objects in the dataset.
Identifying problematic subsets. We employ an interactive table
visualization to visualize the candidate subsets and help identify the
problematic ones. In the table, each row represents a subset with all its
attributes, such as the precision and average object size (Fig. 1(c)). The
discrete attributes are displayed as text, and the continuous attributes
are displayed as bar items. We provide several interactions, such as
filtering and ranking, to explore the subsets. For example, users can
select the subsets of a specific class by filtering, or rank the subsets
by one attribute or the combination of multiple attributes. Following
Lineup [23], the combination is achieved by dragging the header of a
column onto the header of another column.

5.3 Grid Visualization
To enable efficient examination of the relevant samples, a grid visu-
alization is employed because of its effectiveness in exploring image
content [14, 15, 51]. The cells of the grid display selected samples
with their predictions. To support real-time exploration, we utilize the
kNN-based grid layout algorithm [15] to determine the position of each
sample within the grid. The algorithm preserves the proximity between
samples by first projecting them as a set of 2D points with t-SNE [44],
and then matching these points with the cells by solving a linear as-
signment problem. To clearly show the detected/segmented objects, we
crop the images and present them in the corresponding cells.

5.4 Interactive Model Evaluation
The three coordinated visualizations work together to support an inter-
active model evaluation from a global overview to individual samples.
The matrix-based visualization provides users with an overview of
model performance and helps identify the matrix cells with errors, such
as classification errors. The samples in such cells are then examined
in the grid visualization to help users analyze the main causes of the
errors. If the causes for the errors are challenging to discern in the
grid visualization, users can turn to the table visualization to analyze
the causes at the subset level. During the analysis, users can rank the
subsets based on different attributes, or utilize the Scented Widgets

( ) [58] in Fig. 1(a) to select samples of interest. With the identified
causes of the errors, users can then make informed improvements to
the model and/or the associated data.

6 CASE STUDIES

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Uni-Evaluator for evaluating and
improving different computer vision models (T1), we conducted two
case studies on object detection and instance segmentation. Prior to the
case studies, we briefly introduced Uni-Evaluator to the experts. The
visualizations of Uni-Evaluator were designed to be simple and familiar,
allowing the experts to quickly understand its concepts and interactions
within 20 minutes. Throughout the case studies, we followed the pair
analytics protocol [4], in which the experts led the exploration and
analysis, and we navigated the tool. This collaborative approach was
chosen to enable the experts to fully focus on their analysis tasks,
leading to enhanced efficiency and effectiveness.

6.1 Object Detection on COCO dataset

We collaborated with two experts (E1 and E2) to evaluate a state-of-
the-art object detection model, DINO [66]. E1 is a Ph.D. student who
developed DINO with his teammates. E2 is a researcher from a tech-
nology company who developed several object detection models and
integrated them into their products. A popular dataset for object de-
tection, the COCO dataset [37], is utilized in this study. This dataset
consists of 118,287 training samples with 849,947 objects and 5,000
test samples with 36,335 objects. The objects belong to 80 classes
divided into 12 super-classes. DINO with the ResNet-50 backbone [25]
achieves mAPs of 65.2% and 50.8% on the training and test samples,
respectively. Although this model improved the mAP on COCO com-
pared with previous object detection models, the experts would like to
examine what limited it from achieving a better performance.

Following common practices, the experts evaluated the model on
the test samples. They began the analysis by examining overall per-
formance in the matrix-based visualization. The matrix was initially
in the confusion mode with row normalization, showing the confusion
between 12 super-classes. Most of the off-diagonal cells had very light
colors (Fig. 5(a)), which indicated that the model had a high accuracy
in classifying the objects of different super-classes. Considering the
high classification accuracy but low mAP, the experts suspected that
the model classified objects well but failed to localize them accurately.
As localization concerns both the size errors and shifted directions of
the predictions [19], they decided to evaluate the model from these two
perspectives. E1 focused on analyzing the sizes of predicted objects,
and E2 focused on analyzing the shifted directions of predicted objects.
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“outdoor;” (d) the predictions on the objects of “traffic light.”



6.1.1 Diagnosing Size Issues

Performance overview (T2). To investigate the potential size errors
in the predictions, E1 switched to the size mode. In the matrix, he
observed that all the large pie charts with large green and yellow
sectors were on the diagonal. This indicated that many objects were
classified correctly but localized with size errors. To investigate the
cause of the size issue, E1 decided to dive deeper into these diagonal
cells. The diagonal cell with the most size errors, super-class “outdoor”
(Fig. 5A), was taken as an example to illustrate the idea. The other
diagonal cells can be analyzed in a similar way.
Analyzing size issues in the subset of “outdoor” (T2, T3, T4). To
figure out which classes within the super-class “outdoor” contributed to
the size errors, he expanded this cell to a sub-matrix (Fig. 5(c)). In the
sub-matrix, he found the diagonal cell of “traffic light” contributed the
majority of the size errors (Fig. 5B). However, in the grid visualization,
the predictions on the associated objects did not show clear reasons for
these size errors (Fig. 5(d)). E1 then turned to the table visualization to
analyze performance on different subsets in this cell.

To find problematic subsets in the table visualization, E1 sorted the
subsets by the recall scores in ascending order. He identified many
subsets with low recall scores (Fig. 6(a)). E1 selected the subset with
the lowest recall score (Fig. 6A) and then turned to the matrix. In the
matrix, he clicked the green/yellow sector in the pie chart (Fig. 6B)
to examine the predictions with smaller/larger sizes than ground truth
in the grid visualization.

From examining the predictions with smaller sizes, E1 found that
most of these predictions existed in blurred images (Fig. 6(b)). E1
examined the training samples and found only a few such blurred
images. He concluded that this was the main reason why the model
did not perform well on these blurred images. To tackle this issue, E1
applied Gaussian noise data augmentation to 4,139 training samples
with traffic lights. After fine-tuning with the augmented samples, the
AP of “traffic light” was increased from 32.7% to 33.1%.

From examining the predictions with larger sizes, E1 found that the
model had already made precise predictions on these objects (Fig. 6(c)).
However, some annotations were imprecise, which caused small over-
laps between predictions and annotations. E1 continued to examine
other subsets of “traffic light” and found similar issues caused by im-
precise annotations. He commented that the imprecise annotations in
the test samples would mislead the model evaluation. Interested in
assessing actual performance on “traffic light,” E1 hired annotators to
re-annotate the bounding boxes of “traffic light” on test samples. E1
then re-evaluated the model using the re-annotated test samples. The
AP of “traffic light” was increased from 33.1% to 42.4%.

After exploring the subsets with low recall scores, E1 was also
interested in the subsets of “traffic light” with low precision scores. He
sorted the subsets by the precision scores in ascending order (Fig. 7(a))
and noticed that many subsets with low precision scores contained the
objects of small sizes (Fig. 7A) or small aspect ratios (Fig. 7B). Here,
the aspect ratio of an object is the ratio between the minimum and
maximum of the width and the height, which ranges between 0 and
1 [31]. E1 explained that this is reasonable because these characteristics

pr_cat gt_cat recall pr_conf gt_size pr_size

traffic light traffic light
traffic light traffic light

0.388 0.36 0.04 0.04
0.354 0.35 0.4 0.41
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Blurred image Imprecise annotation
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Fig. 6: (a) The table visualization shows subsets of “traffic light;” (b)
objects with smaller sizes; (c) objects with larger sizes.
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Fig. 7: The subsets ranked by (a) the precision score and (b) the com-
bination of the precision score and the ground-truth aspect ratio; (c)
inconsistent annotations of “broccoli.”

represented some extremely hard objects in detection, and therefore
would lead to a low precision score in predictions. Conversely, objects
of large sizes or large aspect ratios were usually detected with high
precision scores because they were easy to detect. Inspired by this
finding, E1 would like to examine the subsets that were low in precision
but without such hard objects. Next, we took the subsets with low
precision scores but large aspect ratios as examples for demonstration.
Analyzing other low-precision subsets (T3, T4). E1 re-ranked the
subsets by combining the precision score and the aspect ratio of ground
truth to find some subsets with low precision scores but large aspect
ratios (Fig. 7(b)). Among the subsets, a subset of “broccoli” was ranked
at the top (Fig. 7C). He examined its associated objects and saw many
“broccoli” objects were annotated with a confusing criterion (Fig. 7(c)).
Some contained only one floret of broccoli, while others might include
two or more florets of broccoli. From these findings, he realized
that the inconsistent annotations caused some correct predictions
considered to be wrong during model evaluation. Similar patterns were
also found in other food-related classes, including “apple,” “orange,”
“banana,” and “carrot.” For more accurate model evaluation, E1 decided
to re-annotate these five classes with a consistent criterion. After the
re-annotation, the APs of “broccoli,” “apple,” “banana,” “orange,” and
“carrot” were increased from 26.9% to 62.1%, 30.3% to 38.7%, 32.9%
to 51.0%, 38.7% to 78.4%, 29.3% to 44.4%, respectively.

6.1.2 Diagnosing Direction Issues

Performance overview (T2). E2 continued the evaluation of localiza-
tion performance in terms of shifted directions. He examined the matrix
in the direction mode. In the matrix (Fig. 8(a)), he found four cells
with apparently longer arrows in specific directions (Figs. 8A, 8B, 8C,
and 8D). He decided to examine them one by one.
Analyzing the imprecise direction issue in class “person” (T2, T4).
E2 began his analysis on cell A (Fig. 8A), where many predicted objects
were shifted downward. To determine the reason for the direction errors,
he expanded the cell to a sub-matrix (Fig. 8(b)). In the sub-matrix,
he noticed cell E (Fig. 8E), where “person” was confused with “skis,”
contributed the majority of the direction errors. A large proportion of
predictions in this cell were shifted downward in position. He clicked
the downward arrow to further check the associated objects. In the
grid visualization, he noticed that the predicted “skis” were precisely
localized, but the corresponding annotations were absent (Fig. 8(c)). As
a result, the predictions were matched with the ground truth “person.”
E2 decided to add the missing annotations of “skis” in test samples.
After that, the AP of “skis” was increased from 35.4% to 36.8%.

Similarly, E2 examined the other cells with longer arrows in specific
directions (Figs. 8B, 8C and 8D). Analyzing the predictions, he discov-
ered similar issues as “skis” and decided to add the missing annotations
of “potted plant” and “vase” in test samples. After that, the APs of
“potted plant” and “vase” were increased from 33.6% to 37.0%, and
44.1% to 46.2%, respectively.
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Fig. 8: (a) The matrix-based visualization in the direction mode; (b) the
sub-matrix of “person” and “sports;” (c) missing annotations in “skis.”

In summary, E1 and E2 applied Gaussian noise data augmentation to
4,139 training samples with traffic lights and re-annotated the objects
of nine classes. The overall mAP on the re-annotated test samples was
improved from 50.8% to 52.5%. E2 was impressed by the improvement
and thus conducted a post-analysis on the re-annotated test samples.

6.1.3 Post Analysis

More accurately evaluating model performance. The previous study
has shown that larger models usually achieve higher mAPs than small
models on the original COCO test samples [17]. E2 sought to determine
whether they truly perform better or merely overfit the annotation
errors. Therefore, E2 evaluated performance of InternImage [56], a
large pre-trained model that achieves the highest mAP (65.0%) on the
original test samples. On the re-annotated test samples, the gain in
mAP was 2.3%, which exceeded that of DINO (1.8%). This showed
that the higher performance on large models was not due to overfitting
annotation errors even though the numbers of their parameters were
very large. This is also verified by the recent research [61].

Meanwhile, E2 noted that the current annotations might not be
accurate enough to evaluate object detection models. “Considering
the 2.3% mAP improvement by revising the annotations of only nine
classes, I expect the gain to reach around 15.0% if the other 71 classes
were re-annotated. It makes me largely underestimate performance of
object detection models.” E2 said. To accurately evaluate models, E2
emphasized the importance of re-annotating the remaining 71 classes.
The findings in the case study provide guidance for the re-annotation
process. For example, when numerous objects of the same class are
present in close proximity and delineating them is difficult even for
humans (e.g. , the broccoli in Fig. 7(c)), these objects can be annotated
as a whole with the label “is crowd” to avoid inaccurate annotations.
Distilling large models. As inaccurate annotations were identified in
the test samples, E2 suspected the annotations of the training samples
were also inaccurate. The inaccurate annotations of the training images
will degrade model performance, especially for small machine learning
models running on resource-limited devices [47]. As re-annotating
the training samples is prohibitively expensive, E2 suggested using
distillation to enhance the performance of small models. Specifically,
a large model is trained on the training samples and then utilized to
detect the objects in all the training samples. Then these detected
objects are used to train the small models. To illustrate the idea, E2
used DINO with Swin backbone [42] as the large model and DINO
with ResNet-50 backbone [25] as the small model for distillation. On
the re-annotated test samples, the mAP was improved from 52.5%

to 53.4%. “The improvement is remarkable, particularly because it
required no additional annotation efforts.” E2 commented.

6.2 Instance Segmentation on iSAID dataset

In this case study, we invited the expert E3 to evaluate an instance
segmentation model on the iSAID dataset [57], an aerial image dataset
for instance segmentation. This dataset contains 36,038 training
samples with 716,640 objects and 11,752 test samples with 233,625
objects. The objects belong to 15 classes divided into two super-classes,
“transport” and “land.” E3 employed CATNet [41], a state-of-the-art
instance segmentation model for aerial images. With the ResNet-50
backbone [25], it achieved an mAP of 51.7% on the training samples
and an mAP of 39.1% on the test samples. E3 wanted to improve
model performance, so he used Uni-Evaluator to evaluate the model
on the test samples. Here, we take the super-class “transport” as an
example to illustrate the idea.
Performance overview (T2). Initially, the matrix was in the confusion
mode with the super-class “transport” expanded, displaying the con-
fusion between seven classes (Fig. 1(b)). In the matrix, he discovered
several regions of interest: 1) in region A, “large vehicle” and “small
vehicle” were confused with each other (Fig. 1A); 2) in region B, many
objects of “ship,” “large vehicle,” “small vehicle,” “storage tank,” and
“helicopter” failed to be segmented (Fig. 1B); 3) in region C, many heli-
copters were misclassified as planes (Fig. 1C); and 4) in region D, some
backgrounds were misclassified as “large vehicle” and “small vehicle”
(Fig. 1D). Since the classification and the segmentation were interre-
lated in this multi-task scenario, E3 further examined the sizes and
the shifted directions of the segmented objects with the size mode and
direction mode, respectively. In the size mode, he found two regions of
interest: in region E, some objects of “small vehicle” were confused
with “large vehicle” (Fig. 1E); and in region F, some objects of “harbor”
were correctly classified but with size errors (Fig. 1F). However, E3
found no obvious patterns in the direction mode. He explained, “This is
reasonable because aerial images are insensitive to direction changes.”
E3 decided to analyze each identified region of interest separately.
Analyzing misclassification in “large vehicle” and “small vehicle”
(T2, T4). E3 first analyzed region A, where “large vehicle” and “small
vehicle” were confused with each other (Fig. 1A). To understand what
caused the confusion, he switched to the size mode and observed
that in cell E (Fig. 1E), the yellow sector of the pie chart occupied
a large proportion. This indicated that many segmented small
vehicles were larger than ground truth. To investigate this further, E3
clicked the yellow sector to check the associated objects (Fig. 1(d)).
He noticed that the small vehicles were so small that most of the
predictions masked two or more small vehicles as a whole. Such
wrong segmentation results were also found in the training samples. E3
hypothesized that the model was poor at predicting such small objects.
To verify this, he selected the small objects by filtering and found that
most of these objects belonged to five classes: “ship,” “storage tank,”
“small vehicle,” “large vehicle,” and “helicopter.” Many objects of these
five classes were misclassified (Fig. 1A) or failed to be segmented
(Fig. 1B). Upon this observation, he examined the model and found that
the images were downsampled in the model. The small objects were
hard to be distinguished in the downsampled images, and thus led to the
wrong segmentation. To address this issue, E3 increased the resolution
of the images from 512×512 to 1024×1024 and retrained the model.
Subsequently, the APs of “ship,” “storage tank,” “small vehicle,”
“large vehicle,” and “helicopter” were increased from 49.9% to 51.5%,
39.9% to 42.8%, 16.5% to 19.2%, 39.5% to 41.6%, 6.3% to 7.5%,
respectively, and the overall mAP was increased from 39.1% to 40.3%.
Analyzing misclassification in “helicopter” and background (T2,
T4). E3 proceeded to analyze region C and found that some objects
of “helicopter” was misclassified as “plane.” Examining the associated
objects in the grid visualization, he observed that these helicopters
were well segmented but still misclassified (Fig. 9(a)). After examining
helicopters and planes in the training samples, E3 commented, “This
misclassification occurs because helicopters and planes have a similar
appearance in aerial images (Fig. 9(b)), and the training samples contain
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Fig. 9: (a) A helicopter is well segmented but misclassified; (b) a
helicopter and a plane share a similar appearance; (c) the middle part
of a harbor is segmented, but its bars are not.

more instances of planes (19,720) than helicopters (1,402).” To address
this issue, E3 first collected 1,077 aerial images with 1,561 helicopters,
then applied the widely-used Copy-Paste augmentation strategy [18]
to generate more helicopters in the training samples. The augmentation
was carried out by pasting the helicopters from their original images
into other images, which resulted in a total of 5,063 helicopters.

Next, E3 analyzed region D, where some backgrounds were misclas-
sified as “large vehicle” or “small vehicle” (Fig. 1D). E3 considered this
was reasonable since vehicles were small and obscure in aerial images,
making them difficult to be distinguished from the background by the
model. This was also consistent with the previous studies [12, 57]. As
this misclassification was a long-standing problem in instance segmen-
tation, E3 decided to explore it further in future research.

After fine-tuning the model with the augmented samples of “heli-
copter”, the AP of “helicopter” was increased from 7.5% to 10.4%.
The overall mAP was increased from 40.3% to 40.4%.
Analyzing the imprecise size issue in “harbor” (T2, T4). E3 contin-
ued to analyze the diagonal cell of “harbor” (Fig. 1F). The green sector
of this cell indicated that many harbors were predicted with a smaller
size. Intrigued by this observation, he clicked the green sector to check
the associated objects in the grid visualization. He found that the middle
parts of the harbors were correctly segmented, but the bars around them
were not (Fig. 9(c)). Similar patterns were also found in the training
samples. From the finding, he realized that the currently used binary
cross entropy loss function is area-based, and the model with this loss
function was unable to precisely segment the bars due to their small
sizes. It was necessary to consider the boundaries of harbors during
training. Additionally, E3 found two other classes, “plane” and “heli-
copter,” with the similar issue of complex boundaries. To address this
issue, he combined a boundary-based loss [34] with the original binary
cross entropy loss for the three classes. After fine-tuning the model, the
APs of “harbor,” “plane,” and “helicopter” were increased from 29.6%
to 31.7%, 51.5% to 52.6%, and 10.4% to 11.3%, respectively. This
resulted in an overall mAP increase to 40.6%.

In summary, E3: 1) increased the resolution of all images; 2)
added 1,077 samples with 1,561 helicopters and utilized Copy-Paste
augmentation to obtain a total of 5,063 helicopters; 3) and added
a boundary-based loss for “harbor,” “plane,” and “helicopter.” The
overall mAP was improved from 39.1% to 40.6%.

7 EXPERT FEEDBACK AND DISCUSSION

Following the case studies, we conducted six interviews to gather feed-
back from a group of experts, which included the three experts (E1,
E2, E3) who collaborated with us in the case studies and three addi-
tional experts we invited (E4, E5, E6). The newly invited experts were
Ph.D. students who had over two years of experience in computer vision
research. Each interview lasted between 40 to 65 minutes. Overall, the
expert feedback was positive regarding the usability of Uni-Evaluator.
However, some limitations were also identified, highlighting areas
requiring further investigation in the future.

7.1 Usability
Generalization to other tasks. In the current implementation, Uni-
Evaluator supports three main tasks in computer vision: classification,

object detection, and instance segmentation. According to the ex-
perts, Uni-Evaluator can also be utilized for evaluating models in other
computer vision tasks. Here we take the visual generation task as an
example to illustrate the extension idea. This task involves encoding
training samples into latent vectors and then reconstructing the original
training samples. When evaluating models in such tasks, the experts are
interested in analyzing the reconstruction errors of samples. To do the
analysis, they can cluster samples and then analyze the errors between
different clusters in the matrix-based visualization. Meanwhile, the ta-
ble visualization and the grid visualization are directly applicable to ex-
ploring the subsets and samples of interest. The semantic segmentation
task can also be analyzed in Uni-Evaluator as a pixel-level classification
task. However, since this task usually has a significant class imbalance,
such a pixel-level analysis may hinder the poor performance analysis on
minority classes. In addition, focusing only on pixel-level information
results in a loss of object-level information (the shapes of objects),
which is also critical for evaluating semantic segmentation models [26].
Therefore, it is essential to study metrics that are insensitive to class im-
balance (e.g. , mIoU) and integrate pixel- and object-level information
in Uni-Evaluator, which is a promising research topic in the future.
Diagnosing causes of poor performance. All the experts commented
positively on the design of the three modes in the matrix-based visual-
ization, which enables the identification of the specific reasons for poor
performance. In the instance segmentation case study, using the three
modes, E3 successfully identified that the confusion between “small
vehicle” and “large vehicle” was due to the small sizes of the “small
vehicle.” Furthermore, E1 noted that the table visualization facilitated
diagnosing the different causes of poor performance in different
subsets. “Using the table visualization, I quickly identified that the size
errors of class ‘traffic light’ were caused by both the blurred images
and the annotation errors in the test samples,” he commented.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

Identifying data subsets by semantic attributes. Uni-Evaluator
currently slices the subsets along the low-level attributes of objects,
such as sizes and aspect ratios. It does not support identifying
problematic subsets based on semantic attributes that describe visual
appearances. For example, E2 observed that their object detection
models often failed to detect objects with some specific appearances,
such as a person on a bridge. However, such semantic attributes usually
require expensive manual annotations [67]. One potential method is to
use disentangled representation learning to extract candidate semantic
attributes and then allow users to select meaningful ones [22, 26, 55].
Effective model comparison. Uni-Evaluator is currently designed for
evaluating a single model. However, the experts also want to com-
pare different models for various purposes [16, 53]. For example, E4
indicated that Transformer-based object detection models usually out-
performed CNN-based object detection models, whereas the latter often
exhibited higher inference speeds in real-world applications [43]. To
exploit the strengths of both, E4 wanted to compare their performance,
identify what made the Transformer-based models perform better, and
then integrate it into the CNN-based models. Therefore, investigat-
ing how Uni-Evaluator can effectively support model comparison is a
promising future research direction.

8 CONCLUSION

We present Uni-Evaluator, a visual analysis tool that supports a unified
interactive model evaluation for computer vision tasks. From a survey
conducted with 151 computer vision experts, we distill three design
goals for a unified model evaluation and then derive four tasks from
the design goals. Based on the derived tasks, we propose a unified
probability distribution method that models both continuous and dis-
crete predictions in a unified manner. With the unified probabilistic
modeling, we develop three coordinated visualizations to facilitate a
comprehensive model evaluation from a global overview to detailed
samples. Two case studies are conducted to demonstrate the effective-
ness of Uni-Evaluator in improving the model and the associated data
in object detection and instance segmentation.
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